A Defense of the War Powers Resolution

During the Vietnam era, public concern over the legitimacy of U.S. military involvement in Indochina heightened interest in the constitutional division of the war powers. Congressional efforts to ensure legislative control over future decisions to commit forces abroad culminated in 1973 in the passage, over President Nixon’s veto, of the War Powers Resolution.¹ The war powers issue remains unsettled, however, as the Resolution has been attacked as an unconstitutional and ill-advised attempt to legislate a new allocation of the war powers. The controversy over the Resolution’s constitutionality has intensified during the past year as a result of the Supreme Court’s decision in Immigration & Naturalization Service v. Chadha,² which apparently invalidated the legislative veto, and of Congress’ efforts to reassert its institutional authority in response to President Reagan’s use of American troops in Lebanon and Grenada.

This Note examines the constitutional sources of the President’s independent power to make war. It argues that whatever authority the President has to initiate American involvement in hostilities abroad need not be based, as many commentators assume, on his role as Commander-in-Chief,³ which is not subject to restrictions by Congress. Rather, that authority derives from the general grant of “executive power” to the President. As a result, although the Executive may use force abroad during emergencies without prior congressional authorization, Congress may channel this power with concurrent resolutions or statutes. The Note concludes that the War Powers Resolution is constitutional and that it provides a desirable restriction on the President’s capacity to make war when Congress is silent.

I. THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION OF 1973

The War Powers Resolution governs the decision to introduce American armed forces into hostilities or into situations in which involvement in hostilities appears “imminent.”⁴ Nonetheless, the Resolution has been subjected to conflicting interpretations, each arguably unconstitutional,

2. 103 S. Ct. 2764 (1983).
and has failed to produce a new consensus on the division of war powers between the President and Congress.

A. Provisions That Allocate the Authority to Make War

The scheme of the Resolution appears relatively straightforward. Section 2(c), which is part of the “Purpose and Policy” section, states that in the absence of a declaration of war or specific statutory authorization, “[t]he constitutional powers of the President as Commander-in-Chief” to introduce armed forces into hostilities or into situations where hostilities are imminent “are exercised only pursuant to . . . a national emergency created by attack upon the United States, its territories or possessions, or its armed forces.” Section 4(a)(1) requires the President to submit a report to Congress within forty-eight hours of U.S. military involvement in hostilities. Section 5, entitled “Congressional Action,” requires the President to terminate U.S. involvement not more than sixty days (ninety days if required by “unavoidable military necessity”) after such a report is submitted or required to be submitted, unless Congress “has declared war or has enacted a specific authorization for [the involvement].” The section also allows Congress to remove U.S. forces engaged in hostilities abroad by concurrent resolution if there has been neither a declaration of war nor specific statutory authorization. Only once has Congress enacted statutory authorization pursuant to section 5. In the Multinational Force in Lebanon Resolution of October 12, 1983, Congress stated that U.S. forces in Lebanon “are now in hostilities requiring authorization of their continued presence under the War Powers Resolution.” It then authorized the participation of U.S. forces in the Multinational Force in Lebanon for the following eighteen months.

6. Section 4(a) provides: “In the absence of a declaration of war, in any case in which United States Armed Forces are introduced—(1) into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances . . . the President shall submit within 48 hours to the Speaker of the House of Representatives and to the President pro tempore of the Senate a report, in writing . . . .” 50 U.S.C. § 1543(a) (1976).
8. 50 U.S.C. § 1544(c) (1976). Other sections of the Resolution treat presidential consultation with Congress, § 1542, additional reporting by the President, § 1543(b)-(c), referral of reports to congressional committees, § 1544(a), the granting of priority to bills or resolutions under the Resolution, §§ 1545-1546, interpretation of the Resolution, § 1547, and separability of the Resolution’s provisions, § 1548.
10. Id. §§ 3, 6, 97 Stat. at 806, 807; see S. Rep. No. 242, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 10, reprinted in 1983 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 1230, 1239 (first time Congress has considered specific authorization pursuant to War Powers Resolution); see also infra pp. 1332-33 (discussing political context of
B. The Responses of the Executive Branch

The War Powers Resolution has yet to be accepted by the executive branch. President Nixon vetoed the bill on the ground that the restrictions which it would impose on the President's authority were "both unconstitutional and dangerous." After the Mayaguez Incident in 1975, the Ford Administration argued before a House subcommittee that section 2(c), the concurrent-resolution mechanism, and the sixty-day limitation were all unconstitutional. Two years later, the Carter Administration stated that the Resolution "raises a few questions under the Constitution" regarding its compatibility with the President's authority as Commander-in-Chief.

The Reagan Administration has not conceded that the Resolution is constitutional. While President Reagan has submitted a number of reports to the Speaker of the House regarding specific deployments of U.S. forces abroad, the reports state only that their submission is "consistent with" the Resolution, not "pursuant to" or "under" the Resolution. This phrasing has left members of Congress uncertain as to the Administration's views. The Administration's unwillingness to invoke the Resolution following attacks on U.S. marines in Lebanon led to an impasse with congressional Democrats in September 1983 resolved by passage of the 1983 resolution).

11. Veto of the War Powers Resolution, PUB. PAPERS, Oct. 24, 1973, at 893. Nixon asserted that the concurrent resolution and sixty-day cut-off provisions were unconstitutional and "clearly without force." Id.


13. 123 CONG. REC. 21,898 (1977) (written statement of Dep't of State). The Administration stated that, although "questions are presented" by the concurrent-resolution mechanism and the sixty-day limitation, "these questions would become real issues only in the event of a confrontation between the President and the Congress in a given case—an event which is not anticipated." Id. For a review of the Carter Administration's approach to the war powers issue, see W. REVELEY, WAR POWERS OF THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS: WHO HOLDS THE ARROWS AND OLIVE BRANCH? 257-61 (1981).


16. On September 14, 1983, Senate Democrats adopted a statement calling on the President to send a report to Congress acknowledging that congressional approval would be necessary for the continued presence of U.S. marines in Lebanon. N.Y. Times, Sept. 15, 1983, at A1, col. 6. While Congress essentially agreed with the deployment of the marines, a constitutional confrontation between the Executive and the legislature arose over the issue of the President's prerogative to keep the marines there without statutory authorization. See N.Y. Times, Sept. 17, 1983, at 1, col. 6; Sept. 16, 1983, at
Multinational Force in Lebanon Resolution, through which Congress itself invoked the War Powers Resolution. According to Secretary of State Shultz, the Lebanon resolution demonstrated bipartisan support for the Administration’s policy but did not settle the executive and legislative branches’ “important differences of principle with respect to the War Powers Resolution.”

C. The Resolution under Attack

Much of the controversy over the War Powers Resolution has centered on section 2(c). Confusion over the meaning of section 2(c) arises from the fact that the provision was a last-minute compromise worked out in conference committee. Some observers view section 2(c) as a complete and binding enumeration, and argue that it is an overly restrictive statement of the President’s power to use military force abroad. As the Ford Administration maintained, it may well be impossible to specify in advance all situations in which the President has the constitutional power to use force
without congressional authorization. Scholars have argued that the limitation is also bad policy, since it would prevent the President from reacting immediately even to attacks on Canada or Mexico and casts doubt upon his authority to carry out American commitments under existing treaties. The Ford Administration, supported by scholars, also asserted that because the Resolution did not delegate any congressional power to the President, a concurrent resolution would not be binding on him and insisted further that, by limiting the President's unilateral use of force

---

21. War Powers Hearings, supra note 12, at 90–91 (statement of Monroe Leigh, Legal Adviser, Dept. of State) (no list could include all situations in which President may exercise his authority as Commander-in-Chief; see Rostow, Great Cases Make Bad Law: The War Powers Act, 50 Tex. L. REV. 833, 842–43 (1972) (not possible to meet all likely contingencies safely by codifying arrangements relating to conduct of foreign policy, especially with regard to use of nuclear weapons). The Carter Administration's position was that, while the President's authority as Commander-in-Chief to initiate hostilities without prior approval of Congress "has never been fully delineated," that authority does include the use of military force to protect the lives of U.S. nationals abroad. 123 Cong. Rec. 21,898 (1977) (written statement from Dept of State). In 1980, President Carter stated that he had ordered the military expedition to rescue the American hostages held in Iran, which had not been authorized by Congress, pursuant to his powers as Chief Executive and as Commander-in-Chief. Rescue Attempt for American Hostages in Iran, 16 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 779 (Apr. 27, 1980). Similarly, in 1983, President Reagan stated that he had introduced U.S. forces into Grenada "pursuant to [his] constitutional authority with respect to the conduct of foreign relations and as Commander-in-Chief." War Powers Documents, supra note 14, at 85.


On its face, § 2(c) seems to require the President to obtain a declaration of war or specific statutory authorization before using military force to defend Canada, unless an attack on Canada involves attacks on U.S. armed forces stationed there. See Franck, After the Fall: The New Procedural Framework for Congressional Control over the War Power, 71 AM. J. INT'L L. 605, 636 (1977). Presumably, the President could act only for the purpose of safeguarding U.S. armed forces, not for the purpose of defending Canadian sovereignty.

23. Section 8(a)(2) of the Resolution provides that authority to use military force shall not be inferred from any treaty unless it is implemented by legislation "intended to constitute specific statutory authorization within the meaning of [the Resolution]." 50 U.S.C. § 1547(a)(2) (1976). Thus, the NATO treaty does not constitute "specific statutory authorization" enabling the President as Commander-in-Chief to introduce forces into hostilities. Franck, supra note 22, at 634–37; see Rostow, supra note 21, at 837–38 (proposed Senate bill would annul military provisions of treaties).

24. Section 8(d)(2) states that nothing in the Resolution "shall be construed as granting any authority to the President with respect to the introduction of United States Armed Forces into hostilities . . . which authority he would not have had in the absence of [the Resolution]." 50 U.S.C. § 1547(d)(2) (1976).

to sixty days, the Resolution unconstitutionally infringed upon his warmaking power. The argument against the constitutionality of the concurrent-resolution provision has gained new force since the Supreme Court's decision in *Immigration & Naturalization Service v. Chadha.*

Starting from the view that section 2(c) had no binding effect on the President, several members of Congress attacked the Resolution at the time of its passage from the opposite angle—as unconstitutionally delegating Congress' warmaking power to the President. Indeed, if the power to initiate hostilities is one of Congress' "essential legislative functions," it may not be delegated to the President—or at the very least, not "without standards for use in the future in indefinite circumstances."

In fact, Congress does not seem to have intended section 2(c) to impose an effective limitation on the President's discretion to introduce armed forces into hostilities without statutory authorization. At the same time,
the Resolution purports not to grant any authority to the President. As a result, the Resolution does not appear to have altered the executive's power to initiate American involvement in hostilities without prior authorization. Only reference to the constitutional restrictions on the President's war powers can determine the President's present authority in this regard. In addition, an examination of the constitutional sources of the executive's war powers sheds light on the legality of the concurrent-resolution mechanism and the sixty-day limitation.

II. THE EXTENT OF THE PRESIDENT'S WAR POWERS

The President's "war powers" refers to two distinct though partly overlapping powers: a broad "executive power," which is amenable to legislative control, and a rather narrow commander-in-chief power, which Congress may not curtail. This Note argues that the President's discretion to initiate involvement in hostilities is based on the vesting of "executive power" in the President. Accordingly, this authority is subject to the same restraints that apply to other types of executive action in an emergency. Thus, while the President may sometimes initiate involvement in hostilities when Congress is silent, Congress may terminate such involvement by concurrent resolution.

A. The Constitutional Sources of the President's War Powers

The delegates to the 1787 Convention were overwhelmingly opposed to giving the executive branch the power of "war and peace." They gave
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Congress the power to declare war and intended not only that the legislature make formal declarations of war but that it have actual control over the decision to go to war. Notwithstanding Congress' power to declare war, the President has the authority to initiate the use of military force in an emergency. This power derives not from his role as Commander-in-Chief, as is commonly believed, but from the general grant of executive power to the President.

The Framers did not intend the President's power as Commander-in-Chief to include the power to initiate U.S. involvement in hostilities abroad. Rather, the Framers made him Commander-in-Chief to ensure that the nation's military forces were under civilian control and under the direction of a single individual. The President's authority, according to Hamilton, "would amount to nothing more than the supreme command and direction of the military and naval forces, as first general and admiral of the Confederacy . . . ."

Historical practice, beginning with measures taken by Lincoln during the Civil War, has arguably transformed the commander-in-chief power into a "vast reservoir of indeterminate powers in time of emergency." Nonetheless, the President's purported role as "constitutional dictator" has been challenged by historical events and constitutional principles. The Framers intended the President to be subject to the checks and balances of the legislative branch, particularly in matters of war and peace.

---

35. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 11.
36. Jefferson wrote that the transfer of the war power to the legislature constituted an "effectual check to the Dog of war." Letter to James Madison, Sept. 6, 1789, reprinted in 15 THE PAPERS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 392, 397 (J. Boyd ed. 1958). Madison maintained that the clause confiding "the question of war or peace to the legislature" was one of the wisest in the Constitution. 6 MADISON WRITINGS, supra note 34, at 174.
37. One of the charges set forth in the Declaration of Independence was that the King "affected to render the Military independent of and superior to the Civil Power." The Declaration of Independence para. 14 (U.S. 1776); see also E. KEYNES, UNDECLARED WAR 165 (1982) (Framers made uniformed military services directly accountable to President who "is accountable to American people for the higher direction of war").
38. In defending the commander-in-chief clause, Hamilton argued: "Of all the cares or concerns of government, the direction of war most peculiarly demands those qualities which distinguish the exercise of power by a single hand." THE FEDERALIST No. 74, at 447 (A. Hamilton) (Mentor ed. 1961). The Framers were probably influenced by Montesquieu, who had written that an army would not respect orders sent by a legislative body. C. MONTESQUIEU, THE SPIRIT OF LAWS at 212 (Car- rithers ed. 1977).
39. The FEDERALIST No. 69, at 418 (A. Hamilton) (Mentor ed. 1961). Hamilton noted that, in contrast, the British king had the power to raise armies and declare war.
40. E. CORWIN, THE PRESIDENT: OFFICE AND POWERS 1787–1957, at 261 (4th ed. 1957). Presidents Lincoln, Wilson, and Franklin Roosevelt invoked the commander-in-chief clause to justify a wide range of measures, not related to the direction of military forces, that were deemed necessary for the nation's war efforts. Id. at 227–34, 237, 242–58, 261–62; see C. ROSSITER, CONSTITUTIONAL DICTATORSHIP 217 (1948) ("realities of government" place power to declare martial law in hands of President as Commander-in-Chief). Indeed, the clause has been described as an "elastic block" that expands "in the heat of war." Corwin, War, the Constitution Moulder, in PRESIDENTIAL POWER AND THE CONSTITUTION 23, 23 (R. Loss ed. 1976).
once wars have begun does not empower him to commence the wars himself. For as Madison noted in 1793, one must carefully distinguish the power that a commander-in-chief has "to conduct a war" from the power to decide "whether a war ought to be commenced, continued, or concluded."42

The President's power to initiate the use of force abroad during crises is based rather on his "executive power." This grant gives him discretion to take necessary actions without statutory authorization in emergencies for which Congress has provided no directions in advance. Accordingly, in a military emergency, the President may introduce U.S. armed forces into combat abroad without prior authorization from Congress.

1. The Framers' Intent

The Framers viewed the vesting of executive power in the President as a broad grant of authority. Hamilton emphasized that in contrast to Article I, which vests the "legislative Powers herein granted" in Congress,43 Article II provides that "[i]the executive Power shall be vested" in the President.44 Thus, while the Framers limited Congress' powers to legislate to those enumerated in section 8 of Article I, they granted the President the entire "executive power" as understood by the Framers,45 subject

42. 6 MADISON WRITINGS, supra note 34, at 148 (emphasis in original). Madison argued that both powers could not be exercised by the same branch because of their "incompatibility." Id.
44. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 1.
45. See Pacificus No. I, June 29, 1793, reprinted in 15 THE PAPERS OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON 33, 38-40 (H. Syrett ed. 1969) [hereinafter cited as HAMILTON PAPERS]. Writing in defense of President Washington's Proclamation of Neutrality, Hamilton argued that the powers of the President enumerated in §§ 2 and 3 of Article II were not intended to be "a complete and perfect specification" of the executive's authority. Id. at 39. Rather, the enumeration was meant to specify only the "principal articles" of the executive power, "leaving the rest to flow from the general grant of that power . . . ." Id. This construction of Article II is the basis of the "residual power doctrine," which states that the President has "all executive power necessary to preserve and protect the sovereignty and integrity of the nation." Gibson, The President's Inherent Emergency Powers, 12 FED. B.A.J. 107, 111-12 (1951).

The original wording for Article II considered by the Convention delegates was "a national Executive . . . to possess the executive powers of Congress." 1 FARRAND RECORDS, supra note 34, at 64. Charles Pinckney (the Younger) expressed concern that such powers "might extend to peace & war." Id. at 64-65. His comment lends credence to Hamilton's assertion that the grant of executive power was meant to be general. Madison's proposal that the clause read "that a national Executive . . . be instituted with power to carry into effect the national laws" would not have permitted a broader vesting of power to be inferred. Id. at 67.

Quoting Hamilton at length, the Supreme Court has accepted the view that the Framers did not confine the "general grant of executive power" to the specific powers mentioned in Article II and has held that "the fact that no express limit was placed on the power of removal [of executive subordinates] by the Executive was convincing indication that none was intended." Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 118, 137-39 (1926). But cf. Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 641 (1952) (Jackson, J., concurring) (clause not "a grant in bulk of all conceivable executive power" but rather "an allocation to the presidential office of the generic powers thereafter stated"); E. KEYNES, supra note 37, at 51-52 (constitutional text and Convention debates do not resolve controversy over scope of executive power); Berger, The Tug-of-War Between Congress and the Presi-
only to the express qualifications in the Constitution. In effect, the Framers contemplated that the President's authority would extend to those powers which by their nature were executive.

The writings of Locke and Montesquieu undoubtedly influenced the Framers' conception of the nature of "executive power." In The Second Treatise of Government, Locke wrote of the "prerogative" of the executive power "to act according to discretion for the public good, without the prescription of the law" in certain circumstances where the "law has given no direction." He went on to argue that, at times, the "prerogative" includes the power to act "against the direct letter of the law, for the public good . . . ." With respect to the use of military force, Montesquieu

dency—Foreign Policy and the Power to Make War, 16 Washburn L.J. 1, 4-5 (1976) (specific enumeration of powers in Article II indicates extent of executive power).

46. 15 Hamilton Papers, supra note 45, at 39-40. Hamilton noted three exceptions in the text of the Constitution to the vesting of executive power in the President: the Senate's participation in appointing officers and in making treaties, and "the right of the Legislature to declare war and grant letters of marque and reprisal." Id. at 39.

47. At the Convention, Madison stated that "certain powers were in their nature Executive" and had to be vested in the executive branch. 1 Farrand Records, supra note 34, at 66-67. Another delegate (Wilson) observed that the extent of the executive power should not be based on the "Prerogatives of the British Monarch," since certain of those prerogatives, such as the power over "war & peace," were "of a Legislative nature." Id. at 65-66.

In Pacifius No. 1, Hamilton maintained that whether the President had the authority to issue a proclamation of neutrality depended on the "nature and design" of such a proclamation. 15 Hamilton Papers, supra note 45, at 34. He concluded that the making of a declaration of neutrality did not "naturally" belong to the legislature and was "foreign to the Judiciary Department"; hence, it was a function of the executive. Id. at 37-38. Madison's response to Hamilton was that the President did not have those powers that were executive in nature, but that the powers of "making war and treaty being substantially of a legislative, not an executive nature," the related power of "judging the obligations to make war" belonged to the legislature. 6 Madison Writings, supra note 34, at 145-46, 153; see Scigliano, supra note 25, at 127-33 (reviewing Hamilton's and Madison's arguments). Apparently, Madison was willing to concede that if a power was executive in nature, it belonged to the Executive unless the Constitution explicitly provided otherwise.


49. J. Locke, supra note 48, at 91-92. Locke wrote that "prerogative" is necessary since in some governments the lawmaking power is not always in being, and is usually too numerous and so too slow for the dispatch requisite to execution, and because also it is impossible to foresee, and so by laws to provide for, all accidents and necessities that may concern the public . . . .

Id. at 92. Thus, the prerogative served to ensure that the slowness of the legislative process never jeopardized the well-being of the community.

50. Id. at 93-94. Locke justified his view on the ground that "it is impossible . . . to make such laws as will do no harm if they are executed with an inflexible rigor on all occasions and upon all persons that may come in their way . . . ." Id. at 92. The examples that Locke offered were the pulling down of a house to keep a fire from advancing and the pardoning of certain offenders. Id. at 91. Leaving aside the power to pardon, it is apparent that Locke was afraid that the law might stand in the way of necessary action in an emergency. Clearly, he was not advocating a general prerogative
maintained that the army "from the very nature of the thing" should be controlled by the executive power.  

The Convention delegates, however, disputed that the power over war and peace was executive in nature. While they were not all of the opinion that it was of a legislative nature, they decided not to vest it in the executive. By giving the legislature the power to "declare" war rather than to "make" war, however, the Framers left in the President's hands "the power to repel sudden attacks." Apparently, they saw the power to conduct a war forced on the United States—as opposed to the power to decide the policy question of whether to go to war with a foreign power—as part of the executive function.

2. Judicial Precedent

Given the President's role as protector of the nation from outside attack, the President must have been understood to have the power to respond to sudden attack even without statutory direction. Of course, since a sudden attack necessarily forces a state of war on the nation, presiden-
tial conduct of war in such circumstances is justified under both the commander-in-chief power and the “executive power.” The Supreme Court upheld the President's power in the absence of “special legislative authority” to conduct a war initiated by an enemy invasion or an insurrection in the Prize Cases.

Although the Supreme Court's opinions support the Lockean view that the President has the power to respond to a crisis when Congress has provided no statutory guidance, they deny his authority to disregard procedures provided by Congress for dealing with a particular kind of emergency. The clearest expression of judicial support for the President's power to act for the public good in the absence of statutory authorization is found In re Neagle, which reviewed executive action taken to protect a federal judge. The majority opinion emphasized that the President's duty to execute the laws was not “limited to the enforcement of acts of Congress . . . according to their express terms,” but rather extended to “all the protection implied by the nature of the government.” Similarly,
the Court in *United States v. Midwest Oil Co.* up held the President’s withdrawal of oil-rich public land that Congress had opened to exploration and location. The opinion stated that in an emergency the President, as “agent,” can withhold land from acquisition even if Congress has not granted him express authority to do so.

*Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer* presents the most thorough treatment of the extent of the President’s emergency power. The concurring opinions of Justices Frankfurter, Burton, and Clark carefully distinguished between emergency situations for which Congress has provided procedures in advance and emergency situations not covered by any statute. While agreeing with the opinion of the Court that the President did not have the power to seize the steel mills to avert a strike, the three Justices stressed that the procedures laid down by Congress for dealing with a threatened walk-out did not include seizure. Justice Clark stated that when there is no “such action by Congress, the President’s independent power to act depends upon the gravity of the situation confronting the nation.”

---

63. 236 U.S. 459 (1915).
64. *Id.* at 474. The opinion noted that a report of the Director of the Geological Survey, on the basis of which the withdrawal of lands had been ordered, had stated that if private parties continued to patent California oil lands at the same rate, the United States would lose all its remaining oil lands in a matter of months. The report had concluded that there was an “immediate necessity” to conserve these lands if the Government were to have oil left for its own use. *Id.* at 466–67. Thus, the situation did present an emergency.

The precise holding of the Court was not that the President could act in the absence of any grant of authority, but that congressional acquiescence with respect to previous withdrawals of public land had resulted in “an implied grant of power” to take such action in “the public interest.” *Id.* at 475; see *Dames & Moore v. Regan*, 453 U.S. 654, 686 (1981) (congressional consent inferred from acquiescence in long-continued practice). The creation of an implied grant of power out of congressional acquiescence in a particular executive practice, however, presupposes some discretion on the part of the President, at least in the short run, to act even when there has been no grant of power, express or implied.

65. 343 U.S. 579 (1952).
66. Justice Frankfurter stated: “We must . . . put to one side consideration of what powers the President would have had if there had been no legislation whatever bearing on the authority asserted by the seizure . . . .” *Id.* at 597 (Frankfurter, J., concurring). He went on to argue that with the passage of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947, “seizure as an available remedy for potential dangers was unequivocably put aside.” *Id.* at 599–600. Justice Burton distinguished the case “from one in which Congress takes no action and outlines no governmental policy.” *Id.* at 659 (Burton, J., concurring). Citing *Little v. Barreme*, 6 U.S. (2 Cranch) 170 (1804) (discussed supra note 60), Justice Clark maintained that where Congress has provided “specific procedures to deal with the type of crisis confronting the President, he must follow those procedures in meeting the crisis . . . .” *Id.* at 662 (Clark, J., concurring in judgment).

67. *Id.* at 662. Justices Frankfurter and Burton, in contrast, did not discuss the extent of the President’s discretion to act in an emergency for which Congress has provided no direction. The opinions of Justices Black, Douglas, and Jackson rejected the proposition that the President may take steps to deal with an emergency without statutory authorization. Justice Black, writing for the Court, stated that the seizure was not justified by the grant of executive power, because “the President’s power to see that the laws are faithfully executed refutes the idea that he is to be a lawmaker.” *Id.* at 587. While acknowledging that “the emergency may take its toll in . . . war production . . . and perhaps even lives” as the nation waited for congressional action, Justice Douglas argued that to
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In dissent, Chief Justice Vinson, joined by Justices Reed and Minton, defended the President's move as an effort to save legislative programs that were dependent on steel production "until Congress could act." The dissent likened the seizure to "a judicial stay entered to maintain the status quo in order to preserve the jurisdiction of a court."

The opinions in Youngstown indicate that four of the Justices (Vinson, Minton, Reed, and Clark) would have allowed the President to act in an emergency for which the law provided no direction, and three of the Justices (Black, Douglas, and Jackson) would have opposed such action. While Justices Frankfurter and Burton did not address the question, the fact that they distinguished between the case before them and the case in which Congress has provided no policy in advance suggests that they were at least open to the idea of presidential action without legislative authorization during periods of emergency.

3. The Limits of the Executive Power

While the Framers viewed a presidentially directed military response to a sudden attack on American territory as justified, it is doubtful whether they would have construed the executive power to allow the President to initiate the use of force abroad during crises. The problem with relying on the Framers' intent to resolve this question is that eighteenth-century
Americans could hardly have conceived of military events abroad as constituting a genuine emergency. To the extent that such events do present emergencies demanding immediate action, however, it is consistent with the Framers' intent to conclude that the President has constitutional authority to respond militarily, as long as Congress retains final decision on whether to continue military involvement. Thus, the ultimate power over war and peace will remain in the legislature, as intended by the Framers. Neither the Framers' intent nor judicial precedent provides much guidance for distinguishing between those emergencies, if any, in which the President may commit military forces to combat abroad pending congressional action and those necessitating advance authorization from Congress. Recalling the Framers' concern with the dichotomy between powers that are "legislative" in nature and those that are "executive" in nature, however, one can consider under what conditions, given the current needs of foreign-policy decisionmaking, the decision to initiate American involvement in hostilities abroad in the absence of statutory authorization is "executive" in nature. If the objectives of dividing the war powers between legislature and executive would best be served by giving certain emergency authority to the executive branch, then that authority should be deemed "executive" in nature and vested in the President. An optimal allocation of the war powers would both give the United States the capability to use force or the threat of force effectively to protect national interests and provide a sufficient degree of democratic control over the decision to go to war. The objective of effectiveness necessitates a division of authority that allows the government: (1) to order an immediate military response to an attack on American armed forces or on a vital interest of the United States; (2) to resort to military operations which must be kept secret

71. See supra pp. 13586-39.
72. But see Wilmerding, The President and the Law, 67 POL. SCI. Q. 321, 324, 334 (1952) (President does not have legal power to act in emergencies; rather, "[i]mperious circumstances may sometimes require the high officers of government to act outside the law").
73. Professor Myres McDougal has written: "[i]mperious circumstances may sometimes require the high officers of government to act outside the law"
74. The objective of democratic control is based on the principle that democratic decisionmaking is good in and of itself, not that it will necessarily lead to better decisions. Each of the ends that the Framers appear to have had in mind in dividing the war powers between the legislature and the executive is included within the objectives of effectiveness or democratic control or a combination of the two. See W. Reveley, supra note 13, at 175–81 (1981) (describing "war-power ends" of Framers and ratifiers); Reveley, supra note 22, at 91–95.
75. Some commentators have maintained that while the need for instant foreign policy decisions is frequently asserted, it "has not really existed." C. Black & B. Eckhardt, Tides of Power 39–40 (1976). Some recent situations where speedy decisions by the U.S. Government were actually necess-
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until carried out; and (3) to deter enemy states and to assure friendly states by coordinating its diplomatic statements with uses of force short of war and by carrying out its threats and promises.

The government will be better able to decide quickly on an appropriate military response in an emergency if it vests the power to initiate hostilities in a single individual who need not persuade others of the correctness of a particular course of action. The individual best suited for this role is...
the President, who, as commander of all the nation's armed forces, is in a position to take whatever military steps are needed to deal with a sudden attack and to plan operations secretly. Furthermore, in view of the Executive's position as the nation's foreign policy spokesman, the coordination of diplomatic communications with military maneuvers requires that the President have discretionary power over the deployment of military forces, especially land-based forces, and that he have the capability to carry out the threats he makes.

The goal of democratic control dictates, however, that a decision to commit the nation to a course of war, as opposed to the decision to begin using force in a particular instance, should not devolve upon any one individual, no matter how representative he is of the national electorate, but should be left to a legislative body. A hasty decision to commit the nation to war will probably not be compatible with democratic control, either. Speedy decisionmaking necessarily precludes the extended fact-finding and debate characteristic of reasoned democracy, and instant

Cabinet); C. Rossiter, supra note 40, at 288–89 (1948) (democracy can better handle emergency "if the executive is empowered to take strong action without an excess of deliberation and compromise").

The need for speedy decision is greater for the country reacting to aggression than for the aggressor. W. Jennings, supra, at 196–97.

81. The President's unique capacity to deal with natural and economic catastrophes explains why the nation relies upon him to respond instantly to such emergencies. C. Rossiter, supra note 41, at 34–35. "No man or combination of men in the United States can muster so quickly and authoritatively the troops, experts, food, money, loans, equipment, medical supplies, and moral support that may be needed in a disaster." Id. at 35. Similarly, the President's control of the military as Commander-in-Chief allows him to respond instantly to military emergencies. See W. Reveley, supra note 13, at 148–49 (historically, "need for military speed has supported executive prerogative").

82. The Supreme Court has described the President as "the Nation's organ in foreign affairs." Chicago & S. Air Lines, Inc. v. Waterman S.S. Corp., 333 U.S. 103, 109 (1948).

83. All else being equal, the introduction of land-based combat aircraft is more likely to produce a favorable outcome than the presence of naval forces. Similarly, movements of land-based ground forces tend to be more influential than those of ship-based ground forces. B. Blechman & S. Kaplan, supra note 77, at 101–02, 107–08, 529–30. Thus, requiring the Executive to obtain authorization from Congress before sending U.S. land-based forces to an ally threatened with imminent attack but not before stationing U.S. naval forces off an ally's coast would restrict the Executive to those types of military movements that demonstrate the least resolve.

84. See Rostow, supra note 21, at 838 (proposed Senate bill would not allow President to "make a credible threat to use force as an instrument of deterrent diplomacy"). Representative Kemp has pointed out that had legislation limiting the President's ability to take military action been in force when President Johnson, to prevent Soviet intervention in the 1967 Arab-Israeli conflict, threatened to send American troops to the Middle East, "the Soviet Union would [have] know[n] that this threat could not be enforced without action by Congress." 119 Cong. Rec. 33,866 (1973).

85. Franck, supra note 22, at 637–38 (only Congress can "reflect the complexity, diversity, and varying degrees of intensity of American opinion" regarding desirability of w remindmaking).

In contrast, Clinton Rossiter has argued that the Presidency is "our one truly national political institution," since it is less likely than Congress to stray from the "national purpose" in response to pressures from "organized minorities." C. Rossiter, supra note 41, at 260. Rossiter maintained that rather than being undemocratic, presidential power "has been more responsive to the needs and dreams of giant democracy than any other office or institution in the whole mosaic of American life." Id. at 261.

86. Senator Fulbright has recounted how he urged passage of the Tonkin Gulf Resolution on the floor of the Senate solely on the basis of testimony given by Defense Secretary Robert McNamara at a
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consensus is likely to have arisen only from the instinct to rally around the President's position in a crisis.\textsuperscript{87} The passage of time may also be necessary to counteract the manipulation of public opinion by executive officials.\textsuperscript{88}

If prior authorization of Congress were necessary to enter into hostilities, the U.S. would be physically incapable of carrying out military counter-measures in less than a few hours if Congress were in session or in less than a day or two if it were not. Moreover, even if the President obtained prior authorization in time, the congressional decision would be far less likely to have resulted from a truly democratic \textit{process} than if it had been deferred to a later date. Finally, prior authorization would jeopardize military operations whose success depended on secrecy.

Thus, considerations of effectiveness and democratic control support the conclusion that when the time available for decision is extremely short or when an operation depends on secrecy, the power to introduce American forces into hostilities abroad is "executive" in nature. In these cases, one can say that the President, having been elected by the entire nation, repre-

\begin{tiny}
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single joint-committee meeting that lasted less than two hours. At the time of passage, Fulbright did not know that the commander of the U.S. task force in the Tonkin Gulf was uncertain as to whether the North Vietnamese had actually carried out an attack on American destroyers. Fulbright has confessed:

\begin{quote}
If I had had enough sense to require complete evaluation I never would have made the mistake I did . . . Of course I wasn't the only one. Both committees . . . accepted [McNamara's] testimony then as the whole story, and I must say this raises very serious questions about how you make decisions to go to war.
\end{quote}

M. PUSEY, THE WAY WE GO TO WAR 186-87 (1969).

\textsuperscript{87} The early popular support for the wars in Korea and Vietnam has been attributed to \"a desire to support the country's leadership in time of trouble, the rally-round-the-flag phenomenon.\" J. MUELLER, WAR, PRESIDENTS AND PUBLIC OPINION 58 (1973). Data generated by public-opinion polls suggest that as long as Congress mirrors public sentiment, a congressional vote on the decision whether to commit U.S. forces to combat probably will be \"heavily influenced\" by the President's favoring of the use of force, even if the vote is taken \textit{before} the commitment is made. \textit{Id.} Nevertheless, initial support for the President's position could erode in a matter of weeks. For example, between early February 1968, at the beginning of the Tet Offensive, and March 1968, the number of poll respondents describing themselves as \"hawks\" on the issue of the war in Vietnam dropped from 61\% to 41\%. \textit{Id.} at 107. Thus, in certain cases, the \"rally-around-the-flag phenomenon\" might exert far less influence on the legislature if the decision to commit the nation to a course of war is delayed for several weeks after the President's decision to initiate hostilities.

\textsuperscript{88} \"Appearance manipulation\" by the Executive has served two functions: the facilitation of military intervention abroad and the preservation of the President's overall public support. See T. HALPER, FOREIGN POLICY CRISIS: APPEARANCE AND REALITY IN DECISION MAKING 222-24 (1971). The portrayal of the Tonkin Gulf incident as a genuine crisis, for example, enabled the President to obtain a congressional resolution permitting the escalation of the war effort. \textit{Id.} at 224. The executive branch often views the American public as simply \"another audience\" to be managed, as if it were a foreign government. R. BARNET, ROOTS OF WAR 266-67 (1972). The \"national will\" is believed to be an important component of American power; thus, the Executive sometimes seeks to \"prepare public opinion\" for a commitment of forces abroad by overstating a crisis. \textit{Id.} at 267, 271. Other means of managing public opinion include the use of \"leaks\" to increase the credibility of certain perceptions of international events, and the creation of \"pseudo-events\" to keep public attention from focusing on actual occurrences that the Administration would like to de-emphasize. \textit{Id.} at 289-91.
resents all of the people for the purposes of crisis management.\footnote{See C. Rossiter, \textit{supra} note 41, at 260.} Similarly, the power to use force short of war in support of diplomatic efforts, as well as the power to engage in hostilities that result from such uses of force, is best characterized as "executive." More extensive commitments of force, as in the decision to go to war, are legislative functions.

Of course, Congress cannot make the final decision if the President acts in a manner that effectively binds the nation to a course of war. For this reason, the more likely it is that a military measure will bring on a national commitment,\footnote{Whether a military action is likely to commit the U.S. depends primarily upon the capabilities of the state or group of states against whom the action is directed. For example, carrying out air strikes against a small nation in Asia would be unlikely to result in a national commitment: Once the U.S. decided to terminate the attacks, the other nation could no longer engage in hostilities with American forces. An attack on a Warsaw Pact nation, however, would be likely to develop into a worldwide conflict from which the U.S. would be unable to extricate itself without the acquiescence of its enemies.} the greater the threat and urgency that should be present before the decision to initiate hostilities becomes "executive" in nature.\footnote{In practice, the President must determine whether the decision to introduce U.S. forces into combat is "executive" in nature, and his determination is not amenable to judicial review. See \textit{infra} note 119. However, the President can be impeached for acting inconsistently with Congress' sense of the limits of the executive power.}

\textbf{B. Presidential Discretion and the Concurrent Resolution}

On the basis of the Framers' intent, judicial precedent, and the current needs of foreign policy decisionmaking, one can conclude that the grant of "executive power" gives the President the discretion to initiate hostilities during a military emergency in the event that Congress (1) is unable to act in time or in a manner that preserves necessary secrecy; and (2) has not provided any statutory direction in advance for dealing with the crisis. In these cases, the President can act unilaterally to protect U.S. interests long enough for Congress to pass whatever emergency measures it deems necessary.\footnote{See \textit{supra} p. 1343.} Such independent action by the President does not constitute an assumption of the legislature's policymaking role, but is rather an attempt to ensure that Congress can make policy in circumstances as favorable as possible.

Once Congress, through a concurrent resolution, formally decides not to pass legislation authorizing involvement in certain hostilities, one of the conditions necessary for the President to initiate the use of force under the "executive power"—namely, the absence of direction from Congress—is no longer present. As a result, the President's executive power can no longer serve as a basis for the introduction of U.S. forces into combat or
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for the continued conduct of military operations he has commenced. Since the President's role as Commander-in-Chief does not confer upon him any prerogative to initiate involvement in hostilities, commencing or continuing presidential warmaking in the face of a concurrent resolution opposing military involvement usurps the legislative function. Thus, when faced with a concurrent resolution opposing an executive-initiated use of force, the President must terminate U.S. involvement in the hostilities as soon as possible.

Commentators have argued that, in view of the Supreme Court's recent decision in Immigration & Naturalization Service v. Chadha, any concurrent resolution not presented to the President for his approval would be an unconstitutional "legislative veto." In Chadha, the Court held that once Congress delegates authority to the Executive, only legislation passed by both houses and presented to the President can revoke that delegation. This ruling, however, does not apply to a concurrent resolution

93. But cf. W. Reveley, supra note 13, at 196-98 (concurrent resolution available only after President acts).

94. Technically speaking, a concurrent resolution to stop presidential war making is not legislation. In Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952), although Congress did not use formal legislation to forbid the seizure of the steel mills, its decision to reject that remedy served to deny the President the authority to carry out such a measure. Id. at 599-600, 602 (Frankfurter, J., concurring). Similarly, a concurrent resolution serves to communicate a "conscious choice of policy in a field . . . within legislative responsibility for choice." Id. at 602.

95. The principle of bicameral approval of legislation suggests that a single house of Congress can terminate a presidential initiative through a "simple resolution." Dry, The Congressional Veto and the Constitutional Separation of Powers, in The Presidency in the Constitutional Order 195, 211 (J. Bessette & J. Tulis eds. 1981) (if President were to propose regulation, bicameralism would suggest "concurrent resolution of approval" or "simple resolution of disapproval"). In the context of an emergency, however, the concurrence of both Houses should be necessary. Otherwise one House might reject remedy A, expecting the President to carry out remedy B, while the other house rejects remedy B, expecting the President to carry out remedy A. The result is that the President is prevented from carrying out either remedy A or B, an outcome desired by neither House.

96. 103 S. Ct. 2764 (1983).


The concurrent-resolution mechanism seems to violate art. I, § 7, cl. 3 of the Constitution, which provides that "[e]very Order, Resolution, or Vote, to Which the Concurrence of the Senate and House of Representatives may be necessary," shall be subject to presidential veto. The purpose of this clause, however, was to make sure that a simple majority of both houses of Congress could not force the President to carry out measures with which he disagreed. 1 Farrand Records, supra note 34, at 108 (Madison saw negative in Executive as necessary check against "the measures of . . . an unjust and interested majority"); 2 Farrand Records, supra note 34, at 301 (Madison argued that negative applied to "bills" only and "would be evaded by acts under the form and name of Resolutions, votes &c . . ."). The Framers did not intend the clause to enable the President to take measures expressly rejected by Congress.

98. 103 S. Ct. at 2786.
that attempts to terminate executive-initiated warmaking, since Congress never delegated the presidential authority curtailed by such a resolution. Rather, the authority is based on the President's executive power to act in emergencies while Congress considers appropriate legislation. Thus, instead of circumventing the legislative process, the concurrent-resolution mechanism ensures that the President cannot wage war indefinitely without the approval of Congress simply by commencing American involvement in hostilities himself.

A concurrent resolution, however, would not stop a President from continuing to conduct a war forced upon the nation by an enemy invasion or by an encirclement of U.S. forces abroad. The President's authority as Commander-in-Chief allows him to direct American military forces in combat as long as hostilities persist. In the case of invasion, the President may direct military resistance until enemy forces are no longer present in American territory or until a peace treaty is concluded. Likewise, he has the power, notwithstanding a concurrent resolution, to order military measures necessary to preserve and extricate military units engaged in hostilities abroad. In these situations, the President's response must be proportional to the enemy actions which prompted them; otherwise, he will have strayed from conducting war to commencing it.

99. See Chadha Hearings, supra note 97, at 175, 186-87 (statement of Robert C. Eckhardt) (concurrent resolution was constitutional since "not employed to withdraw authority previously granted but rather to establish that power has not been given to engage in war or continue hostilities"); cf. Carter, supra note 19, at 129-32 (resolution pursuant to § 5(c) would arguably be "extraordinary" legislation not requiring presentment to President).

100. Cf. W. Reveley, supra note 13, at 198 ("no place for executive veto" when Congress seeks to terminate "unilateral executive action").

101. This power is part of the President's power to conduct wars, however they are commenced, as first general and admiral of the army and navy. See supra p. 1337.

102. The delegates to the 1787 Convention ultimately rejected Madison's motion that less than a two-thirds vote of the Senate be required for treaties of peace. 2 Farrand Records, supra note 34, at 540-41. During the debate, Gerry warned that peace treaties pose "more danger [of] the extremities of the Continent... being sacrificed" than other treaties do. Id. at 541. In addition, Morris argued that Congress should make peace only with the concurrence of the President as "the general Guardian of the National interests." Id. at 540-41. If, by means of a concurrent resolution, Congress could make it illegal for the executive branch to continue the military defense of certain parts of the United States, then Congress would be able to accomplish by majority vote something that the Framers intended only the President with the support of two-thirds of the Senate to be able to bring about, namely, the voluntary sacrifice of American territory. Congress could, however, pass a statute, subject to presidential veto, that would prohibit U.S. armed forces from engaging in combat with enemy forces. Technically speaking, such legislation would not interfere with the Commander-in-Chief's power to direct military operations as he sees fit; it would simply leave him without any forces with which to carry out such operations.

103. The President's power as Commander-in-Chief to conduct a war does not include the power to commence one. See supra p. 1338. Whenever U.S. military forces are attacked abroad, a state of hostilities exists, and it follows that the President has the authority to direct the American units' defense. If, however, Congress has passed a concurrent resolution ordering the disengagement of the units involved, the President may not use the attack as a justification for embarking on a military effort disproportionate to the task of safeguarding the forces under attack. For example, if Libyan jets were to attack American warships patrolling the Mediterranean, and if Congress were to pass a
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The provisions of Articles I and II do not provide guidance for determining how long *presidentially initiated* war making may continue when Congress remains silent. The Constitution places no duty on Congress to consider the issue of ongoing hostilities at all, let alone within a particular period of time. Presumably, the President should discontinue the use of military force once it is evident that approval by Congress is not forthcoming, since the President could no longer justify his use of force by congressional inability to act. To continue the use of force in such a situation would be to exercise both the executive and the legislative functions. It follows that the duration of the President’s emergency war power should reflect only the time needed for congressional fact-finding, deliberation, and debate on the issue of war and peace. But the Constitution does not tell us whether the President’s discretionary power to initiate hostilities expires in two weeks or a year.

III. INTERPRETING AND ASSESSING THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION

To the extent that the President’s discretion to use military force without prior authorization derives from his executive power, war powers legislation is an appropriate device for adjusting the amount of discretion left to the President. Congress can also use war powers legislation as a means of communicating its sense of the constitutionally prescribed allocation of the war powers. In addition, such legislation may increase the likelihood that courts will reach the merits of suits brought by servicemen seeking injunctions against their being sent abroad to fight.

---

104. Since the Constitution vests the legislative power in Congress, the President cannot use congressional inaction alone to justify taking measures without statutory authorization that he deems necessary. Were congressional acquiescence construed as ratification, the President presumably would be free to embark on any national programs (e.g., building dams) that interested him and to continue them as long as Congress did not take positive action to stop him. “[T]he fact that power exists in the Government does not vest it in the President. The need for new legislation does not enact it.” Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 604 (1952) (Frankfurter, J., concurring). *But cf.* Dames & Moore v. Regan, 453 U.S. 654, 686 (1981) (congressional acquiescence in executive practice inferred from “character of legislation . . . enacted in the area”). Since a statute must pass both Houses of Congress, a single House has the power, in the long run, to terminate presidential war by refusing to pass the necessary authorization.

105. See Reveley, *supra* note 22, at 111 (legislation could lead to formation of “constitutional consensus” on war powers).

106. A serviceman has standing to bring a suit challenging the legality of a war “if he is under orders to fight in the combat to which he objects.” Holtzman v. Schlesinger, 484 F.2d 1307, 1315 (2d Cir. 1973), *cert. denied*, 416 U.S. 936 (1974); accord Berk v. Laird, 429 F.2d 302, 306 (2d Cir. 1970).

An individual Congressman has standing to bring an action alleging “that conduct by officials of the executive branch amounted to an illegal nullification not only of Congress’ exercise of its power, but also of [the Congressman’s] exercise of his power.” Kennedy v. Sampson, 511 F.2d 430, 436

1351
A. The Constitutionality of the Resolution

If one accepts that the President has a broad executive power to use force and a narrow commander-in-chief power, the major provisions of the War Powers Resolution withstand constitutional attack.

If the President’s power to initiate hostilities without prior authorization stems from his executive power, then section 2(c), which refers to his commander-in-chief powers, does not enunciate any constitutional limitations on the President’s operational capabilities. Instead, it identifies those situations with regard to which Congress cannot limit the President’s discretion, since any statutory limitation would infringe upon the President’s authority as Commander-in-Chief. By implication, in all other situations in which the President introduces forces into combat, he does so on the basis of his executive power, which is subject to restrictions imposed by war powers legislation.

A broad conception of the executive power also defends the Resolution from the charge that it unconstitutionally delegates Congress’ warmaking power to the executive branch. If the executive power gives the President discretion to act unilaterally when he cannot expect Congress to pass the necessary laws in time, then the discretion allegedly bestowed by the Resolution has vested in the President all along.

(D.C. Cir. 1974). The Court has refused, however, to “decide issues affecting the allocation of power between the President and Congress” until Congress confronts the President, and “the political branches reach a constitutional impasse.” Goldwater v. Carter, 444 U.S. 996, 997–98 (1979) (vacated and remanded with directions to dismiss) (Powell, J., concurring in the judgment). This doctrine does not apply to private litigants, who do not have access to the resources that are available to “coequal branches of our Government... to protect and assert their interests....” Id. at 1004 (Rehnquist, J., concurring).

107. See supra p. 1348.

108. See supra p. 1330–31. Thus, the Resolution concedes that once Congress declares war or authorizes U.S. involvement in hostilities by statute, Congress may not prevent the President from introducing forces into combat. In addition, the Resolution acknowledges that Congress may not interfere with the President’s power to react to sudden attacks on the United States or its armed forces. The statement that the President’s powers “are exercised only pursuant to... a national emergency created by [an] attack,” 50 U.S.C. § 1541(c) (1976), reflects the notion that when the President relies solely on his authority as Commander-in-Chief, his responses must be proportionate to the enemy actions provoking them, see supra p. 1350. The degree of force that the President may use depends on the extent to which enemy action has created the emergency. The mere existence of a state of emergency during which a few nervous shots were fired at American forces would not justify the President’s ordering actions inconsistent with the provisions of war powers legislation, unless the actions were necessary for the safety of the forces under fire.

109. See supra pp. 1341–42. Congress may use war powers legislation to prescribe the manner in which the President is to respond to military emergencies, just as it may establish statutory procedures for the handling of other emergencies.

110. See supra p. 1335.

111. The Resolution would have delegated power unconstitutionally if it had authorized the President to declare war or to fight a war for an unlimited period in unspecified circumstances. Congress could have authorized the President to take particular military steps in unspecified emergencies only if it retained the power to terminate the involvement in hostilities by concurrent resolution. Otherwise it would have delegated the power to commit the country to war, a power that the Constitution vests in
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Since, on the basis of the Constitution alone, the concurrent resolution is a legitimate means of terminating uses of force carried out solely under the executive power, section 5(c) does not serve to establish a concurrent-resolution mechanism, but rather to communicate Congress' sense of its constitutionality. Thus, one can reconcile a concurrent-resolution provision with the fact that the Resolution purports not to delegate any authority to the President.

Given a narrow conception of the commander-in-chief power, the Resolution, by limiting the President's use of force in hostilities without statutory authorization to sixty days, does not unconstitutionally infringe upon his power to make war. The executive power allows the President to act unilaterally only when Congress has provided no statutory guidance for dealing with a crisis. When legislation expressly or by implication forbids recourse to certain actions in an emergency, the executive power must yield to the statutory provisions. As a result, section 5(b), which expressly forbids recourse to the use of force for more than sixty days without specific statutory authorization, is binding on the President.

B. An Assessment

The War Powers Resolution provides satisfactory controls on the President's power to send American forces into combat abroad. The imposition of a sixty-day limitation on presidentially initiated uses of force that do not receive congressional approval serves to ensure that Congress does not silently acquiesce in executive warmaking. If Congress finds that sixty days is not sufficient time for legislative deliberation and debate on whether to commit the nation to a particular war, it may pass an exten-

Congress. See supra pp. 1336-37.
112. See supra p. 1349.
113. See supra p. 1351; cf. Carter, supra note 19, at 101-02, 116-17 (Resolution constitutional because it defines "war" as used in clause of Constitution granting Congress power to declare war).
114. See supra p. 1334.
115. See supra p. 1341-42. Given that Congress sometimes implicitly (but effectively) forbids the use of one remedy in an emergency simply by prescribing the use of another, it follows that it has the power expressly to forbid the President to resort to any emergency actions that are not based on his authority as Commander-in-Chief.
116. Section 5(b) provides:
Such sixty-day period shall be extended for not more than an additional thirty days if the President determines and certifies to the Congress in writing that unavoidable military necessity respecting the safety of United States Armed Forces requires the continued use of such armed forces in the course of bringing about a prompt removal of such forces.
50 U.S.C. § 1544(b) (1976). This provision is unconstitutional to the extent that it provides that the President may not use military force to ensure the safety of the U.S. armed forces for more than ninety days without specific statutory authorization. Indeed, the power to use force to safeguard U.S. military units flows from the President's authority as Commander-in-Chief and so Congress may not circumscribe it. See supra p. 1350.
The Resolution also provides "judicially discoverable and manageable standards" for review which would ensure justiciability in the event Congress remained silent in the face of extended presidential warmaking. Finally, the Resolution leaves the President with the power to respond to military emergencies and to use force short of war in conjunction with diplomatic efforts, powers that must be lodged in the Executive as long as vital national interests depend on the day-to-day projection of American military strength abroad.

—Bennett C. Rushkoff

119. A "lack of judicially discoverable and manageable standards for resolving" a question has been recognized as a condition that may require "dismissal for non-justiciability on the ground of a political question's presence." Id. A second such condition is "a textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of the issue to a coordinate political department." Id. These considerations, along with a general reluctance on the part of the judiciary to interfere with the conduct of American foreign policy, were responsible for numerous decisions dismissing, on the basis of the political question doctrine, suits challenging the constitutionality of U.S. military involvement in Indochina. See Sugarman, Judicial Decisions Concerning the Constitutionality of United States Military Activity in Indochina: A Bibliography of Court Decisions, 13 Colum. J. Transnat'l L. 470, 472 (1974). For an example of such a suit, see Atlee v. Laird, 347 F. Supp. 689, 702-03 (E.D. Pa. 1972), aff'd mem. Atlee v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 911 (1973).

Decisions concerning the use of military power ordinarily are not suitable matters for judicial action. See Luftig v. McNamara, 373 F.2d 664, 665 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 387 U.S. 945 (1967). But once Congress has passed a concurrent resolution terminating involvement in hostilities, or has expressly forbidden in advance the use of force by the Executive for more than a specified number of days, the political department to which the Constitution commits the power of war and peace has established a clear standard for judging the legality of warmaking. Were the Executive to continue a presidentially initiated war in spite of a concurrent resolution or beyond the sixty-day period allowed by the War Powers Resolution, a federal court arguably could issue an injunction ordering the disengagement of American forces from hostilities. But see Crockett v. Reagan, 558 F. Supp. 893, 896-98 (D.D.C. 1982) (fact-finding necessary to determine whether U.S. forces introduced into hostilities or imminent hostilities in El Salvador renders suit brought by Members of Congress under War Powers Resolution non-justiciable), aff'd 720 F.2d 1355 (D.C. Cir. 1983). Such an injunction would not prevent the President, acting as Commander-in-Chief, from taking whatever military actions were necessary for the safety of U.S. armed forces while he carried out the disengagement.

The President might exceed the limits of his executive power by unnecessarily entering into hostilities likely to commit the nation to war, or exceed the bounds of his commander-in-chief power by responding disproportionately to attacks on U.S. armed forces after Congress passed a resolution terminating involvement in hostilities abroad. Under the political question doctrine, the absence of "manageable standards" for review would prevent judicial action in such cases. The only remedy for the abuse of presidential power, aside from the cutting off of military appropriations by Congress, would be the impeachment of the President.

120. See supra pp. 1345-46.